TTSAC meeting 2015 – Action Points

**Annualised estimates project**

**Action 1:** Transport Statistics team to look in more detail at business trips reported in the SHS travel diary compared to the National Travel Survey  
**COMPLETED**

**Action 2:** TS Stats team to look at potential changes in weighting for SHS travel diary with OCSP survey team  
**COMPLETED**

**Action 3:** Transport Statistics team to consider the under representation of overnight stays in the Travel Diary.  
**ONGOING**

**Action 4:** TAS to continue to develop annualised estimates using feedback from stakeholders with the aim of publishing them as data under development when a suitably rigorous methodology has been arrived at  
**COMPLETED**

*Work on this has been ongoing throughout the year, culminating in the publication of a set of annualised estimates of personal travel as “data under development” in Transport and Travel in Scotland 2015. We invite any comment on these data from the board to inform our continuing research.*

**Accessibility work**

**Action 5:** FD and KJ to look into TS demand for transport hub accessibility data.  
**ONGOING**

**Action 6:** TAS to put together a paper setting out existing sources of accessibility data for Scotland  
**COMPLETED**

*A GIS dataset at Output Area level has been commissioned to show proximity to the nearest bus stop and frequency of bus service provided across Scotland.*
Other actions

**Action 7**: MP to find out how distances for railway journeys are derived.
CLOSED

**Action 8**: Road network distance – TS is working with IPSOS on this and will give more info after the publication of TATIS.
COMPLETED

**Action 10**: TTSAC members to provide any suggestions for changes to the SHS questionnaire, with a final set of recommendations collated by TS, circulated to TTSAC members and published on the TS website shortly afterwards.
COMPLETED

**Action 11**: TAS to circulate a stakeholder consultation on the changes to TATIS 2014 to TTSAC members online
COMPLETED

**Action 12**: TAS to keep TTSAC informed of progress on changes to STS
ONGOING (STANDING ITEM)

**Action 13**: TTSAC members to provide any further comments on STS to transtat@scotland.gsi.gov.uk
COMPLETED